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Spotlight: Active Customers Report

April 2014

Features: Today Button!
In other news, we’ve
added a convenient
new feature that
allows you to quickly
return to today’s
date. The name:
The Today Button.
Any time you’re
viewing future or
past dates, it’s easy
to snap back to the
current day and view any remaining jobs. Easy to use
and a massive time saver for any quick changes you
may need to make.

SM-Mobile takes your business anywhere

Scheduling Manager now has the ability to report on
regular or recurring clients. The latest version informs
you of the most reliable measures of income - your
recurring customers. Customize the report to reflect your
preferences by showing one-time customers, potential
leads, former customers, and even inactive customers.
We’ve included options to show clients of any frequency
you wish to view: weekly, biweekly, monthly. Use it to
help establish the number of clients providing a steady
income stream and forming stable foundation for your
business.
With this report,
you can easily see
which customers
offer the most
patronage to your
business. With
our tags feature,
you can easily
group them for
mass emailings,
discounts, or
whatever extra
effort you’d like
devote to your customers.

Whether you prefer to take your work with you or
delegate to someone else, SM-Mobile 2.0 will help
your business run more efficiently, and thus save you
money. Here are some of the most exciting additions in
SM-Mobile 2.0
You can show
locations of all
employees. Users
with SM-Mobile 2.0
can check in to a job
site once they arrive
and, once a job is
complete, they can
check out so you can
make sure they’re on
schedule. The GPS
feature means you
can know where your
employees are at any
moment, and ensure
they check in and out
at the job location,
not elsewhere.
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Cloud updates:
Improved speed of Cloud Sync

Other Mobile Features
New features for the app include many customization
options. For example, you can set what employees can
do or show which fields to display. These options provide
greater versatility when using the app, streamlining
the process of assigning employees and accessing the
features you use most.

SM Sync
Another exciting
feature for an SM
user interested in
the mobile app is
the new SM-Sync.
Periodically update
your customer
information
without the need
for constant
internet access.
This improved
functionality
adds ease of
use and reduces
server costs. With
uploading and
downloading
happening only
when you decide,
SM-Sync allows
for the spread
of data between
the desktop and
mobile versions
that doesn’t need
24/7 upkeep.

For customers interested in working from anywhere,
we’ve improved several features in the Web Express
version of our software. It’s easier than ever to backup
your data and access it from home, the job site, or
wherever you may be. The speed of the daily calendar
has also been radically improved to keep your workday
flowing.

Don’t forget our great tags feature
Offer great promotions, gather your resources, and keep
track of special cases. Tag your clients to organize them,
keep track of the industries or client types you currently
service, and group clients that require special attention
together to maximize your service.

Melbourne Server

Our customers in the South Eastern Hemisphere will love
the improved loading times in our web-based apps!
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